The Beja Tribes of the Red Sea Hinterland
centuries after the Rabya invasion, to impose a veneer
of Islam on the pagan Beja beliefs and to expel Christianity,
and was responsible for the tremendous infusion of Arabic
roots and Semitic grammatical forms in the Beidawi
language : but the exhaustion of the mines, and the
inhospitality of the country and of its stubborn inhabi-
tants caused such Arabs as had not actually become
merged in the Beja to move to the more kindly and settled
region of the Nile.
So the stage was cleared for the final development of
the Fuzzy as we know him. The new tribal alignments
and the ebbing of foreign influence produced a sort of
Beja renaissance and the first result seems to have been a
general southern movement of expansion among the
Bisharin and Hadendowa.
The main migration of Bisharin sections to the Atbara
took place probably about 1770 and may have been con-
nected with turbulent conditions on that river due to the
break-up of the Fung power. Hamad Wad Omran Wad
Isa, an ancestor of the present Bisharin Nazir, led an
army from Ariab near Musmar to succour the Morghumab
and then settled at Baaluk, where the ruling house have
lived ever since, although it is only in recent years that
the headship has been revived and the tribe re-federated.
The Bisharin Country—if we omit tribal claims to a
segment of the Eastern Desert of Egypt, thus stretches
from the administrative frontier with Egypt, which
touches the Red Sea north of Lat. 23° to the dreary plains
of the Northern Butana in Lat. 16°, an area of nearly
50,000 square miles, about the joint size of the White
and Blue Nile Provinces.
The Amarar tribe seems to have consolidated their
position in the hills north of Ariab under Hamad Hassai,
great-grandfather of the present Nazir, in the first half
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